This document contains a detailed layout plan of an industrial area in Bhopal, with specific details regarding plots, services, and facilities. The layout includes sections for plots, staff quarters, roads, open areas, and services. The plan is marked as per site 27/03/95 and appears to be a proposed site for police outposts and other facilities.

Key features of the layout include:
- Allottable vacant industrial plots
- 33 KV GSS AVVNL
- Fire Station: 2.25KM
- Police Station: 2.75KM
- Services
  - Road 24.0 MTR wide
  - Road 18.0 MTR wide
  - Open Area
  - Commercial Complex
  - Reserved for services
  - 33 KV Electric Line
  - Existing Canal
- Proposed site for police outpost shown as per RM note on DT. 27.05.91
- Portion A, B, C, D & E has been merged in light of RM latter No. 245 DT. 04.05.94

The document also includes a schedule of plots with details such as plot numbers, areas, and types. The plan is approved as per para 60/N of H.O. office file.

Note: Land use is categorized into different sections such as services, staff quarters, roads, open areas, and industrial plots. The plan is marked with a scale of 1 CM = 20 MTR and is referred to the project site 27/03/95. The layout is signed off by the Town Planner.

For more detailed information, refer to the site plans and office files.